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Slovenian citizenship
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Slovenia is a developed European country, which has been a member of the EU and NATO since 2004. 
High rates of economic growth, stability, state concern for citizens, circumspect social policy make 
Slovenia an attractive option for immigration.
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Slovenian passport allows to visit more than 180 countries of the world, including the USA and 
Canada, in a visa-free or simplified regime, as well as permanently reside anywhere in the European 
Union, legally work, get an education, and conduct business.

The «Slovenian Citizenship Law» provides a possibility of granting the status of a citizen based on 
ethnic origin, birth, naturalization and in accordance with international agreements. The terms for 
issuing a passport are from 12 months, and this is one of the fastest ways of immigration among the 
states of the European Union.
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Benefits of Slovenian 
citizenship
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Legal employment

Citizens of Slovenia can officially work 
in European companies without the 
need to obtain additional permits.

Education is free of charge

Slovenian citizenship opens an access 
to free education at universities 
located in the country and the 
European Union.

Free travels

As of year 2023, a Slovenian passport 
allows visa-free or simplified visits to 
183 countries of the world.

https://laweius.com/ru/
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Governmental support

The Slovenian government provides 
citizens of the country with the right 
to receive social payments, benefits 
and financial support.

Financial well-being

The average salary in Slovenia is 2244 
EUR per month, the cost of living, 
taking into account the rental of real 
estate, is about 1000 EUR.

Quality medicine

The healthcare system is at a high 
level, and insurance medicine allows 
to use the services of clinics free  
of charge.

https://laweius.com/ru/


Stages of obtaining 
Slovenian citizenship
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During the first meeting with a migration specialist,  
you will receive comprehensive information about  
the process of obtaining Slovenian citizenship,  
the procedure for collecting documents and other 
important aspects.
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The company's lawyers will assist in the collection and 
preparation of a documents` package which is required 
for immigration to Slovenia. If necessary, specialists will 
submit requests to the archives for restoration of lost 
certificates.

To ensure safe and effective cooperation, Laweius 
signs an official contract with the client, which sets  
out the conditions, cost, and terms for the provision  
of legal services.

Laweius migration specialists will monitor the progress 
of your application for citizenship, and after a positive 
decision, they will assist in the issuance of internal 
documents.

01. Consultation with a migration specialist 03. Preparation of necessary documents

02. Signing of a bilateral agreement 04. Slovenian citizenship obtainment
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About company
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Laweius is a team of international lawyers and immigration specialists who have the skills to 
expedite the process of obtaining European citizenship. Based on many years of experience, 
Laweius lawyers are able to provide each client with optimal conditions for obtaining a Slovenian 
passport, as well as guarantee strict compliance with the requirements of EU legislation.

The company's specialists are actively working with applications for obtaining European 
citizenship by origin, naturalization, investment, they have up-to-date information on any 
changes in legislation.
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Bring to life your plans 
about immigration to the EU!
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Contact the experts for detailed consultation
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+38627074171Phone:

E-mail: info@laweius.com office@laweius.com

Slovenia, Ljubljana, 25 Neubergerjeva ulica, office 38Address:

laweius.comWebsite: 

https://laweius.com/ru/
https://laweius.com/ru/grazhdanstvo/grazhdanstvo-slovenii/

